2020. What a year.

Results and impact

Creating lockdown home play packs for
the Act Early Family Playrooms programme.
Thank you to costume designers
from ‘His Dark Materials’ costume
team (BBC).

Everything changed

For those of us who believe the
world should be a bit more human,
the Bromley by Bow Centre is our
headquarters

The global pandemic of 2020 altered almost everything.
People’s lives became more fragile, personal situations
more complex and face-to-face connections badly missed.
The Centre’s integrated teams responded magnificently.
Services were rapidly transitioned to virtual delivery.
No creative effort was spared in ensuring continuity
of engagement with our diverse community.

During lockdown, our park
remained open every day
to provide community
green space.

– Maff, donor

Partners stepped up
The bonds and trust built
with our community became
stronger.

Community investment paid off
Our integrated approach to creating healthy communities
became more vital. Almost four decades of place-based
community development, day-in-day out, has built confidence
and trust. Irrespective of the vulnerability people felt when
Covid-19 struck, they knew the Centre team would support
them to stay healthy, connected and provide common sense
practical help.

Our cohesive community has many members; local
residents, housing providers, community organisations,
delivery partners, funders and public bodies. Without
exception, they stepped up. Community members
helped each other. Local partners collaborated to
fast-track services. Health institutions supported us.
Funders accelerated financial support to where it was
needed most.

Social enterprises
underpin the work we do.

Funding challenges emerged
The Bromley by Bow Centre charity is not centrally funded
by the NHS or the Government; each service is individually
funded by organisations that understand the efficacy of
our integrated community-based approach. In 2020, the UK
voluntary sector faced a record funding shortfall caused by
soaring demand for services and lost fundraising income.
The charity’s financial health is a significant future challenge
as we work to thrive, not just survive.

% split by funding type
Statutory (restricted)

Centre services and our
social enterprises quickly
adapted to online support.

Corporate (restricted)
Trusts (restricted)
Income from hire of space
Unrestricted Donations

I support the incredible work the
Centre does because it fills me
with hope. People are not treated
as ill or as a problem. With the
community, they focus on creating
healthy humans and healthy places

Other unrestricted Income
0%
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2019-20 - £3.5m

Demand is growing

- Katie, donor

Innovation accelerated
Standing still is never an option. When the pandemic struck,
a swift response was required. Our Social Prescribing
Covid-19 response team offered services and support
before people reached crisis point. Services extended their
outreach and digital support during lockdown periods.
Screen-based advice and education sessions, arts activities
and delivered home packs were a lifeline for many.
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10%

2018-29 - £3.9m

The road ahead has challenges and opportunities.
The devastating impact of COVID-19 has further exposed
shocking inequalities in our community. There is much work
to be done. In parallel with a return to full site-operation, we
will make enhanced use of technology to reach out further
to more isolated and marginalised groups. Warmth
and compassion will remain at the heart of everything
we do; working day-in, day-out alongside our community,
creating healthy futures.

This report covers the Bromley by Bow charity’s financial year July 2019 – June 2020 . Charity number 1041653
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We develop people,
communities and
services through an
integrated and holistic
approach because
we know health
and wellbeing are
primarily driven
by social factors.

Help and advice
Social welfare advice is offered to Tower Hamlets residents free of charge on a wide range of
issues; benefits, housing, energy bills and debt. Confidential money advice sessions help people
find ways to save, start to feel in control of spending and to build their financial confidence.

How we’ve responded

There has been a

26%

We have generated a total of

£5,513,000

increase in people seeking social welfare advice
during the pandemic as chronic financial insecurity
and growing debt have propelled many more people
into crisis.

through welfare and energy benefits applications
made with our skilled advisers. This is money our
community would not otherwise have received.

Social Welfare Advice

Financial Health

Energy Advice

people were given support and advice

people learnt new ways to cope and
manage money

energy advice clients were supported

4,012

£4,215,000

was gained through benefit income
maximisation, awards, grants and debt
written off

163

evictions were prevented

240

100%

of people personally supported know
where to seek future advice

1,079

£1,298,000

energy allowances and savings
were gained

Over 90%

of people reported reduced financial
stress levels

It’s very easy to lose control of bills when you’re
grieving and coping with funeral expenses and
feeling overwhelmed. The support and kindness
I received was a blessing at a difficult time
- Ali, community member
Read Ali’s story on our website

Envisage

A place that treats you not as a victim, but a remarkable human
being whose circumstances are not their fault.
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11,236

people accessed the charity’s
services and support

104 staff
and 46 regular
volunteers
delivered community services

30,500
patients were supported
by our NHS partner,
Bromley by Bow Health

Food and essentials
As the impact of the pandemic was first felt, the Centre opened its doors to our partner Bow
Foodbank to expand this crucial frontline service. As need and queues have increased, the team
have focused, not just on food and essentials but on providing warmth and human connection.
Visitors are linked to other essential services and activities to help them connect with others.

We responded by
Demand has increased six-fold
at Bow Foodbank since the first lockdown and
continues to grow. This reflects a disturbing national
trend of job losses, spiralling poverty and
school-holiday hunger.

Bow Foodbank
Support was provided for over

allocating Centre space for more volunteers,
increased storage and improved logistics to help
manage demand. This has

helped Bow
FoodBank expand.
Community Fridge
(surplus food mutual aid)

500 adults and
More than 400 people
1,000 children weekly were supported regularly; 25% new to the Centre
43

44%

Tower Hamlets has the
highest rate of deprivation in
England for those over 60 1

55%

of our youngest
residents experience
child poverty 2

Loneliness

is a very high risk amongst over 65s in our community 3

food education group sessions were provided

At 16,237 persons km
Most people coming in never thought
they’d need a foodbank. The impact
of the pandemic is shocking. We
provide food, essentials and access to
other services with a large helping of
warmth and compassion.
- Kate, Food service manager

2

Tower Hamlets is the country’s most densely
populated local authority area 4
1 ONS / MHCLG Index of Multiple Deprivation 2019

2 Hirsch, D and Stone, J (2020) Local indicators of child poverty after housing costs, 2018/19, Loughborough University Centre
for Research in Social Policy
3 Age UK Risk of Loneliness Index 2016 http://data.ageuk.org.uk/loneliness-maps/england-2016/
4 www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/Documents/Borough_statistics/Research-briefings/BoroughProfilePopulation.ppt

Imagine
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Feeling frightened and vulnerable and coming to a place
where you’re not judged or expected to explain anything

Work and training

Health and wellbeing

Building skills and finding meaningful work are essential elements of a good life. People are
supported to grow confidence through training and employability services. Many people lead
difficult lives and we work with them over time until they’re ready to take positive steps to learn,
volunteer or find part-time and full-time employment.

Health and wellbeing programmes have people and community at their heart. Our practitioners
give people time and safe space to discuss life challenges, explore options and find the right
support to help them thrive. Whether through social prescribing, health education, physical
activities, creative classes, cooking, gardening or social groups.

A rapid transition to a virtual world further exposed

digital exclusion for many
preventing people from engaging with job
applications and training.

Social enterprise
Five new businesses were started this year as part of our
Investec Beyond Business incubator programme.

47 social enterprise businesses
have been launched since 2011,
creating over 300 jobs and a
combined annual turnover of £6m

How we’ve responded
Our staff have worked tirelessly across all teams
to upskill people and help bridge the digital divide
to maintain connection, develop learning and
facilitate digital access to online services.

How we’ve responded
Employment support

With our health partnership we identified

We rapidly established a

Over 6,000 people

disadvantaged people had in-depth employment support

potentially vulnerable due to COVID-19. Many
people were scared and anxious without access to
human contact or basic provisions.

crisis social
prescribing

170
61

people moved into employment or training

Digital inclusion classes

146

clients have been supported to build digital skills
and engage online. Hundreds more were assisted
to get online across all Centre services.

Social prescribing

Physical activities sports and groups

clients were supported by social prescribing link workers

people achieved a YMCA Level 2 qualification

1,321

115

“Our social
enterprise
supports local
women and has
been greatly
supported by the
Bromley by Bow
Centre”

English for Speakers of Other
Languages (ESOL)

848

227

outreach calls were made to connect with learners

9-90 years

45

- Sabeha, Juta Shoes

73%

Health Champions

417

Read Sabeha’s story

3,180
132

new learners were engaged on courses despite
the challenges of remote working

overall pass rate was achieved, by 238 exam entrants,
for ESB Entry 1 and 2 ESOL qualifications

Picture
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outreach service to provide reassurance, support
and links in to other services.

A space
place where
where you
you can
can start
start to
to believe
believe in
in yourself
yourself again
again and build
hopebuild
and
for ahope
better
forfuture
a better future

proactive calls were made to vulnerable clients during
Covid-19 lockdown

was the age range of people contacted
by outreach during lockdown

44

participants from 87 families were supported
to become active

people living with mental health issues attended
Active Health sessions

attendees attended weekly online activity sessions

new health champions qualified to Level 2

Imagine

A place where people believe in you and your unique gifts
when the rest of the world writes you off
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When you’re going
through a difficult
time in life, the Centre
re-builds you;
it certainly re-built me
- Matt
Read Matt’s story
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Connecting people
and building community

Supporting adults
with disabilities

The Bromley by Bow community is vibrant and resourceful, bursting with people keen to
contribute. Our projects act as life-changing catalysts for personal growth. We bring people
together to share their ideas and exchange time and skills. Ideas are nurtured to take root and
the people behind the ideas are encouraged to bring meaningful long-term change to their lives,
families and to people in their local area.

Our Social Care service promotes growth and learning through a daily programme of activities
and gives people the opportunity to develop new social networks and friendships. One-to-one
support is provided for people with learning and physical disabilities and with mental health
support needs, to access the community and lead more independent lives.

How we’ve responded
Isolation and poor mental health
This is lived reality for many and people over 65
are at very high risk of loneliness. The pandemic
highlighted an urgent need for human connection
and life purpose.

Community development has helped activate

over 4,000 local residents
and generated

over 10,000 community
hours

Health and wellbeing is under threat

How we’ve responded

for people with disabilities and their carers;
increasingly at the sharp end of structural
and health inequalities, this has been further
exposed by COVID-19

Our daily structured support quickly moved to
virtual operation. This ensured continuity of
support, engagement and personal development
during lockdown periods.

supporting others.

Adult social care services

Connecting people and communities

Over 14,000 hours

4,454

of structured support were provided to help people with
disabilities to develop, grow and thrive in our community

people participated in co-produced community activities

10,688

1,938

arts/activity packs were sent to social care clients and
carers during lockdown. These were used for virtual
sessions and classes.

hours were co-produced, generated or exchanged
by people on our community development programmes

563

households participated in our Family Playrooms project

2,000

summer play packs were distributed during lockdown

150

people and 30 volunteers participated
in the annual Fun Palace event

Povilas has become
a much-loved
community member.

Read Povilas’s story

Picture
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A place where you transform from a person with troubles
into a valued community member supporting others

Envisage

Activities in a gorgeous natural space you can enjoy and help make
more beautiful for others
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Engaging with the arts

Sharing our knowledge

Programmes, courses, learning and opportunities to participate alongside leading art partners,
have all been made available. Arts projects support health and wellbeing, enrich emotional worlds
and encourage people to thrive. Through performance, music, visual arts, photography and film,
people have built skills, discovered talents and experienced the joy of creativity with others.

We share the Centre’s learning, model, knowledge and principles. This is done by researching
our impact with people in our community and supporting service teams to learn and innovate.
We support and train other organisations and communities to develop effective responses
to their community’s needs and aspirations, across the UK and worldwide.

Arts and performance are needed
more than ever
to help address a sense of dislocation and distance
many people have experienced during the pandemic.

How we’ve responded
We expanded our arts projects and creative output,
in partnership with principal UK arts institutions
that recognise the crucial role of the arts on health
and wellbeing.

Varied arts programme

205

people directly participated in our arts programmes
A physical audience of over

3,000

Healthy and resilient local
communities
are essential to combat the negative impacts
of widening health inequalities starkly exposed
by the pandemic.

Bromley by Bow Insights

How we’ve responded
We’ve expanded our reach through virtual tours,
seminars, symposia and webinars to further
disseminate learning and knowledge from our
integrated community model.

Over 300

48

1,213

265

organisations took time to learn about the Centre

individuals attended visits, courses, seminars and webinars

social prescribing link workers were trained to Level 3

people studied short courses on social prescribing

enjoyed in showing of work and performances
Arts programmes were seen over

70,000

times our social media channels
Radio coverage reached audience figures of

2.5 million listeners
It’s amazing to feel so connected in
such a big city against the backdrop of a
disconnected world. It’s defiant. It’s saying:
actually no, this is the world we see and
this is a taste of what it can be
- Hannah, participant
National Theatre Public Acts programme

Imagine
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Giving up on your dreams only to find them revived with
people who know just how amazing you are

Social determinants of health

Many complex and interrelated factors influence health and wellbeing
in our community. This understanding underpins our day-to-day approach,
our research projects and knowledge-share programmes.

19

Years

The healthy life expectancy gap
between the most and least
deprived areas in the UK

10%

As little as

of a population’s health and
wellbeing is linked to access
to healthcare

Source: The Health Foundation (2018)

Picture

A community organisation where research, knowledge, learning and
development are citizen-led. What’s measured is what matters.
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The philosophy and depth of practice that
have been pioneered by the Bromley by
Bow Centre is as far sighted as it is simple.
It is a rare and invaluable compass. It has
already informed and invigorated our own
belief system and working practice here
at the National Theatre and is a profound
inspiration.
- Rufus Norris, Director, National Theatre

The Centre is such a friendly place.
Here, you’re part of something
important and one of the team
– you feel like you matter
- Alison, volunteer

I literally owe my life to The Bromley
by Bow Centre. I am a completely
different person now; I have made
so many lovely friends and feel part
of an incredible community.
- Sharron, group attendee

I was at rock bottom when I came
to the Bromley by Bow Centre
and now, I feel like I’m me again.
I’ve come out of my shell and got
my confidence back.
- Kelly, Health Champion

Over the years, the Bromley by Bow
Centre has grown and developed
and turned into the most innovative,
forward-looking health and
community centre I’ve ever seen.
- Michael Sheen, Actor

A heartfelt thank you to our funders and supporters.
Find out more on our website here.

If you would like to
support us, please

bbbc.org.uk
Charity number 1041653

CLICK HERE

